The bilingual experience improves the brain’s so-called executive function — a command system that directs the attention processes that we use for planning, solving problems and performing various other mentally demanding tasks.

DC has highest skills gap in the nation
2 jobs advertised for every unemployed

Over 4,000 jobs requiring bilingual skills are advertised every month in the DC metro area

Immersion programs are proven to be best for English Language Learners, yet only 1/3 of them are in such programs

25% of DC children speak a language other than English at home

29% of DC children speak a language other than English at home

No language immersion offered east of the river

How much is DC losing?

For every child matched with a seat in an existing immersion program in the District, there are 5 more children waiting for a seat.

67,000 DC jobs are linked to foreign trade

The UK economy is already losing around £50 billion a year in lost contracts because of lack of language skills in the workforce. All Party Parliamentary Group

International visitors to DC represent only 9% of all tourists, yet spend $6.8 billion per year — 3 times as much as domestic travelers
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75% of the world does not speak English

"I want to communicate with my friends"
Skylar, 8 year old DC student in immersion program
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